Oil Rig Eco Hotel

[ daily activities & events ]

- upper deck restaurant
- bungee jumping
- scuba/snorkel
- underwater restaurant
- climbing wall
- fishing
- swimming
- club/lounge
- sustainable tour
- deck walk
- concert/plays
- sailing
- bathysphere
- spa
- sunbathing
- shopping
- zip lining
- sports courts
- gym

[ got travel plans? ]

[ why ecotourism? why oil rig? ]

By twisting the symbol of oil dependency into an ecologically preserved, environmentally accountable and revenue-producing prototype, the ideals of reuse, energy and environments can be viewed through a new lens. By designing interesting and innovative living spaces and environments aided by sustainable integrations could create a “living machine” that establishes connections between all building systems as well as inhabitant inputs and outputs which would result in an energy independent vacation destination for environmentally responsible enthusiasts.
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In the bustling harbor, every form of water activity can be experienced: waterskiing, deep-sea fishing and even scuba diving!

The natural coral garden is home to numerous species of fish as well as sharks to swim with and explore.

Indoor/outdoor shopping is available to take home memorabilia and gifts to commemorate your trip.

Dinner can be eaten with and amongst the fish in the underwater lounge and restaurant.

Soil will be created daily through outputs that will help with plant growth

All meals will be natural and organically grown and prepared on the oil rig

Wave and water turbines will create ample energy for the daily functions

Natural air flow in all suites will create a comfortable stay

Luxurious hotel suites will become a home away from home for guests

An aquatic safari will play home to all species of sea life for study and delicious meals

Plants will grow and harvest fruit and vegetables

Natural air will supply an oxygen bar for nightlife
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